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Coupled Behavior Analysis with Applications
Longbing Cao, Senior Member, IEEE, Yuming Ou, and Philip S Yu, Fellow, IEEE,

Abstract—Coupled behaviors refer to the activities of one to many actors who are associated with each other in terms of certain
relationships. With increasing network and community-based events and applications, such as group-based crime and social network
interactions, behavior coupling contributes to the causes of eventual business problems. Effective approaches for analyzing coupled
behaviors are not available, since existing methods mainly focus on individual behavior analysis. This paper discusses the problem
of coupled behavior analysis and its challenges. A Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM)-based approach is illustrated to model
and detect abnormal group-based trading behaviors. The CHMM models cater for: (1) multiple behaviors from a group of people, (2)
behavioral properties, (3) interactions among behaviors, customers and behavioral properties, and (4) significant changes between
coupled behaviors. We demonstrate and evaluate the models on orderbook-level stock tick data from a major Asian exchange and
demonstrate that the proposed CHMMs outperforms HMM-only for modeling a single sequence or combining multiple single sequences,
without considering coupling relationships to detect anomalies. Finally, we discuss interaction relationships and modes between coupled
behaviors, which are worthy of substantial study.

Index Terms—Coupled behavior analysis, coupled sequence analysis, hidden group discovery, coupled Hidden Markov Model,
abnormal behavior detection.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

B EHAVIOR analysis is an essential activity in many
fields, from social and behavioral sciences to com-

puter science [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]. Although
there is an emerging focus on deep behavior studies such
as periodic behavior analysis [31] and social network
analysis [30], previous research has mainly focused on
individual behaviors. In practice, behaviors from either
the same, or different actors are often coupled with each
other. Coupled behaviors play a much more fundamen-
tal role than individuals in the cause, dynamics and
effect of business problems [28], [7], [29], [30], [37].

1.1 Coupled Behavior Applications

While very limited research outcomes can be identified
in the literature, coupled behavior is widely researched.
As well as the example in Section 3.1, the following are
typical coupled behavior applications.

• Group-based criminal behaviors: a group of crimi-
nals conduct a series of activities in order to achieve
their goal. The activities are associated with each
other and aim for the same objective.

• Group-based insurance claims: a family or group of
insurants lodge similar claims at the same time, or
soon after. Another example is where a health care
provider may collaborate with multiple customers
to over-claim health benefits by approving frequent
visits by the customers for a variety of services. Such
group claims may lead to over-claims or over-use of
services.
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• Cross-reference citation analysis: from the references
cross-cited by relevant groups, we find either gen-
uine collaboration or manipulation of citations.

• Cross-market manipulation: investors in an under-
lying market manipulate a security so that an ac-
complice can take arbitrage on the corresponding
instrument listed in a derivative market.

• Car transport system: at a busy intersection, many
cars from different localities compete/cooperate
with each other to move in their respective direc-
tions.

• Social network interactions: a group of users interact
with each other in a social network.

• Intrusion detection: a large number of hackers col-
laborate to interfere with a website by applying
multiple intrusion techniques.

With the deepening and widening of networking, these
coupled behaviors are increasing in a wide range of
circumstances, in particular, complex networks, commu-
nities, organizations and enterprise applications.

1.2 Challenges in Analyzing Coupled Behaviors

In the above applications, multiple traces of behaviors
are often coupled in intrinsic and contextual relation-
ships. The focus on any single trace of behaviors would
not contribute to a full understanding of the underlying
problem and its comprehensive solutions. It is very
difficult to analyze such coupled behaviors.

• Behaviors refer not only to actions such as a buy
quote, but also behavioral properties, for instance,
the timing, price and volume associated with a buy.
The engagement of behavioral properties in behav-
ior analysis may make the findings much more
workable for problem-solving.
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• Behaviors are correlated in terms of certain coupling
relationships. The difficulty is that the coupling rela-
tionships are often not obvious. A deep exploration
of the relationships is necessary for us to understand
how behaviors are correlated.

• It is important to model and analyze coupled behav-
iors as a whole. For this, both coupling relationships
and behavioral properties need to be modeled.

• An additional challenge in coupled behavior analy-
sis arises from behavior dynamics. Any significant
change taking place in any behavior sequence, cou-
pling relationships or behavioral properties could
seriously affect a model’s performance.

The above characteristics challenge the existing
behavior-related analysis approaches including sequence
analysis, multi-variate time series, and interactive pro-
cess modeling. As a typical approach for understanding
behavior, commonly-used sequence analysis algorithms
such as GSP [16], PrefixSpan [11], Spam [10] and Spade
[18] target only single sequences. Arguably, the corre-
lated sequences could be merged into one sequence and
then analyzed by these methods; however, this overlooks
the relationships that associate the relevant sequences
and the properties of sequence items. Another issue is
that the classic sequence-based behavior/event analysis
methods often ignore the associated behavioral proper-
ties. They cannot be directly used for coupled behav-
ior analysis. Similarly, multi-variate time series analysis
mainly correlates multiple numerical variables. It is not
aimed at behavior analysis, and overlooks aspects such
as coupling relationships and behavior properties.

1.3 Contributions

While coupled behaviors are increasingly seen in com-
plex business applications and social networks, to the
best of our knowledge, as outlined in [2], there is no
related work that directly models and analyzes such
coupled behaviors. Considering the complexities and
difficulties in handling the problem, as a preliminary
attempt, we formalize the problem, present a case study
approach to detect anomalies from multiple coupled
behavior sequences, and discuss interactions between
behaviors. The main areas of our work are as follows.

First, the problem of coupled behavior analysis (CBA)
is discussed, together with its applications and chal-
lenges. This provides a clear problem definition and
explains the significance of exploring coupled behavior
interactions.

Second, we illustrate the CBA problem by proposing
a Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) based ap-
proach to model and analyze abnormal coupled trading
behaviors. The CHMM model converts and extracts mul-
tiple sequences and item properties from order-book-
level trading transactions, which are associated with
each other in terms of certain relationships. To the best
of our knowledge, this is a novel approach in sequence
analysis.

Third, we enhance the adaptability of the CHMM by
proposing an Adaptive CHMM (ACHMM) to monitor
sequence dynamics and automatically check the differ-
ence against the benchmarks. It can adaptively retrain
itself to accommodate significant changes in coupled
behaviors. Even though a single HMM’s adaptability has
been studied in areas such as video surveillance, we
have not found any work on enhancing the CHMM’s
adaptability.

Substantial experiments have been conducted on real-
life data from a major Asian stock market. The findings
are evaluated in terms of not only technical performance
(such as recall), but also the business performance (such
as abnormal return) of trading on those identified trading
behaviors. This verifies the workability of the results.
From the business perspective, our approach leads to
novel contributions towards pattern-based and adaptive
market surveillance, which is currently not available but
urgently needed to improve the regulation of globalized,
volatile and cross-market operations.

2 RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, only limited efforts ap-
pear to have been made in deep analysis of coupled
behaviors. A slightly relevant area is multivariate time
series based analysis, but other than this, we have not
found any related work that directly analyzes coupled
behaviors as discussed in this paper. Below, we briefly
discuss multivariate time series, sequence analysis and
coupled Hidden Markov Model as it relates to this paper.

Multivariate time series Multivariate time series anal-
ysis is an emerging area for complex data analysis.
[20] proposes methods for feature sub-set selection from
multivariate time series based on common principal
component analysis. [21] develops a temporal abstrac-
tion framework for generating multivariate time series
features suitable for classification tasks. Grouping of
variables in multivariate time series is discussed in
[19]. [23] proposes a density based clustering method
in the kernel feature space for clustering multivariate
time series data of varying lengths. Clustering [25], [24],
frequent pattern mining [26] and classification [21] have
also been investigated in multivariate time series data.
The main difference between the current multivariate
time series analysis and coupled behavior analysis is
in the consideration of coupling relationships and the
mixed attributes involved in the coupled behaviors,
which are beyond time series.

Sequence analysis In sequence analysis, typical algo-
rithms including GSP [16], PrefixSpan [11], Spam [10]
and Spade [18] mainly deal with single sequences. Al-
though other approaches such as sequence classification
and sequence alignment [1] have been investigated for
more informative sequence analysis, the underlying in-
teractions and item properties associated with multiple
sequences have not been considered. While mining mul-
tiple sequences is new [9], it is difficult to mine coupled
multiple sequences embedded with item properties.
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Coupled Hidden Markov Model HMM cannot de-
scribe systems with multiple interacting processes such
as the above three coupled trading sequences. CHMM
[14] is proposed to model multiple processes with cou-
pling relationships. CHMM consists of more than one
chain of HMMs representing different processes, in
which the state of any chain of HMM at time t depends,
not only the state of its own chain of HMM, but also on
the states of other chains of HMMs at time t−1, namely
the interaction between two modeled processes.

In addition, to suit data and pattern changes, change
detection [8], [17] has become a recent focus. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no existing work on utilizing
the HMM for detecting abnormal coupled sequences
and automatically handling sequence changes associated
with item properties in data mining.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, the problem is first illustrated by a real-
life example, and then formalized.

3.1 An Example: Coupled Trading Behaviors

In stock markets, a trading transaction consists of an
investor’s trading action on his/her desired instrument
at a particular trading price, volume and time point.
Typical trading actions include ‘place a buy order’ (‘buy’
for short), ‘place a sell order’ (‘sell’ for short) and
‘generate a trade’ (‘trade’ for short, as an effect of
matching a buy against a sell). Professional investors
and sophisticated manipulators often collaborate with
each other to manipulate a stock by carefully placing
quotes, prices, volumes and times to take advantage
of associated, or opposite actions to maximise personal
benefits. As a result, such carefully manipulated trading
behaviors contribute to abnormal market dynamics. For
instance, Table 1 illustrates several order transactions
related to a group manipulation situation identified in
an Asian stock market. Table 2 shows the corresponding
trades, in which buys from investors (4) and (5) are
executed against sell (2) for a total amount of 450 shares.

TABLE 1
An example of buy and sell orders

Investor Time Direction Price Volume

(1) 09:59:52 Sell 12.0 155
(2) 10:00:35 Buy 11.8 2000
(3) 10:00:56 Buy 11.8 150
(2) 10:01:23 Sell 11.9 200
(1) 10:01:38 Buy 11.8 200
(4) 10:01:47 Buy 11.9 200
(5) 10:02:02 Buy 11.9 250
(2) 10:02:04 Sell 11.9 500

Fig. 1 further illustrates the above group manipulation
process. Investor (2) first placed a large buy at 10:00:35
to mis-lead other buyers after the sell by his/her part-
ner (1). To confuse other investors, (2) placed a sell at
10:01:23 while (1) placed a buy at 10:01:38. Subsequently,

TABLE 2
An example of trades

Investor Time Direction Price Volume

(4) 10:02:04 Buy 11.9 200
(5) 10:02:04 Buy 11.9 250
(2) 10:02:04 Sell 11.9 450

more investors, such as (4) and (5) followed up by
submitting buy quotes at the same price as (2)’s sell.

Fig. 1. Coupled Trading Behaviors

This real-life story tells us that: (a) Buys, sells and
trades are coupled with each other, and need to be
treated as a whole for anomaly analysis. If they are
separated for scrutinization, or only trades are observed,
it is difficult to capture the manipulative cooperation
between (1) and (2); (b) Models for detecting abnor-
mal trading behaviors should cater for the relationships
amongst buys, sells and trades from both action and time
perspectives, since the manipulation goal is achieved
through a series of deliberate trading behaviors.

If the usual sequence analysis methods are used for the
above group manipulation, sequences are constructed
by putting all actions from an investor together. While
some interesting patterns of individual traders could be
identified, it is not possible to detect abnormal group
behavioral patterns from the related investors. It is also
hard to model the coupling relationships among buys,
sells and trades. Behavior properties such as prices and
volumes cannot be fed into sequential analysis models.

3.2 Coupled Behavior Analysis Problem

Behaviors refer to actions, operations, events and activity
sequences conducted within certain contexts and envi-
ronments in either a virtual or physical organization. We
first define an abstract behavior model.

Definition 1. A behavior (B) is described as a four-
ingredient tuple B = (E ,O,C ,R),

• Actor E = 〈SE ,OE〉 is the entity that issues a behavior
(subject, SE) or on which a behavior is imposed (object,
OE).

• Operation O = 〈OA,SA〉 is what an actor conducts
in order to achieve certain goals; both objective (OA)
and subjective (SA) attributes are associated with an
operation. Objective attributes may include time, place,
status and restraint; while subjective aspects may refer to
action and its actor’s belief and goal, etc. of the behavior
and the behavior impact on business.
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• Context C is the environment in which a behavior takes
place.

• Relationship R = 〈θ(·), η(·)〉 is a tuple which reveals
complex interactions within an actor’s behaviors (named
intra-coupled behaviors, represented by function θ(·)) and
that between multiple behaviors of different actors (inter-
coupled behaviors by relationship function η(·)).

For simplicity, operation and behavior is interchange-
able in this paper. Accordingly, operation attributes in-
dicate behavior properties.

Suppose there are I actors (customers) {E1,E2, . . . ,EI},
an actor Ei undertakes Ji behaviors {Bi1,Bi2, . . . ,BiJi

},
actor Ei’s j

th behavior Bij is a K-variable vector, its vari-
able [pij ]k reflects the kth behavior property. From this
perspective, we get a Behavior Feature Matrix FM(B) as
follows:

FM(B) =











B11 B12 . . . B1Jmax

B21 B22 . . . B2Jmax

...
...

. . .
...

BI1 BI2 . . . BIJmax











Where Jmax = max{J1, J2, · · · , JI}, for every behavior
set {Bij |Ji < Jmax}, the corresponding element Bij is
recognized as ∅ when Ji < j ≤ Jmax. Further, each (i, j)
element of this matrix FM(B) is actually a row vector,

expressed as
−→
B ij = ([pij ]1, [pij ]2, · · · , [pij ]K), where [pij ]k

(1 ≤ k ≤ K) is the kth property of the behavior Bij .
The intra-coupling is the relationship within one row of
the above matrix, while how the behaviors interact is
embodied among the columns of FM(B), indicated as
inter-coupling.

In the following, for an actor Ei, we use the corre-
sponding behavior amount Jmax instead of Ji, then the
relevant coupling functions constantly equal to 0 when
Bij = ∅, i.e., Ji < j ≤ Jmax.

Definition 2. (Intra-Coupled Behaviors) Actor Ei’s behaviors
Bij (1 ≤ j ≤ Jmax) are intra-coupled in terms of coupling
function θj(·),

Bθ
i· ::= Bi·(E ,O,C , θ)|

Jmax
∑

j=1

θj(·) � Bij (1)

|θj(·)| ≥ θ0 (2)

where θ0 is the intra-coupling threshold,
∑Jmax

j=1 � means the
subsequent behavior of Bi is Bij intra-coupled with θj(·), and
so on, with nondeterminism.

Corollary 1. If θj(·) < 0, Bθ
i has negative intra-coupling; if

θj(·) > 0 then there is a positive intra-coupling relationship;
θj(·) = 0 indicates none intra-coupling.

Definition 3. (Inter-Coupled Behaviors) Actor Ei’s behaviors
Bij (1 ≤ i ≤ I) are inter-coupled with each other in terms of
coupling function ηi(·),

Bη
·j ::= B·j(E ,O,C , η)|

I
∑

i=1

ηi(·) � Bij (3)

|ηi(·)| ≥ η0 (4)

where η0 is the inter-coupling threshold,
∑I

i � means the
subsequent behavior of Bi is Bij inter-coupled with ηi(·), and
so on, with nondeterminism.

Corollary 2. If ηi(·) < 0, Bj1 and Bj2 have negative inter-
coupling; if ηi(·) > 0, Bj1 and Bj2 are positively inter-
coupled; ηi(·) = 0 indicates none inter-coupling.

Definition 4. (Coupled Behaviors) Coupled behaviors Bc

refer to behaviors Bi1j1 and Bi2j2 that are coupled in terms of
relationships f(θ(·), η(·)), where (i1 6= i2) ∨ (j1 6= j2)∧(1 ≤
i1, i2 ≤ I)∧(1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ Jmax)

Bc = (Bθ
i1j1

)η ∗ (Bθ
i2j2

)η ::= Bij(E ,O,C ,R)|
I

∑

i1,i2=1

Jmax
∑

j1,j2=1

f(θj1j2(·), ηi1i2(·)) � (Bi1j1 ,Bi2j2) (5)

where f(θj1,j2(·), ηi1i2(·)) is the coupling function de-
noting the corresponding relationships between Bi1j1 and

Bi2j2 ,
∑I

i1,i2=1

∑Jmax

j1,j2=1 � means the subsequent behaviors
of B are Bi1j1 coupled with f(θj1(·), ηi1 (·)), Bi2j2 with
f(θj2(·), ηi2(·)), and so on, with nondeterminism.

Corollary 3. Further, coupled behaviors can be represented
by behavior attributes {[pij ]k | 1 ≤ k ≤ K}, then we have
the corresponding behavior adjoint matrix:

AM(Bc) ::= AM(B) |
I

∑

i1,i2=1

Jmax
∑

j1,j2=1

f(θj1j2(·), ηi1i2(·))

�(
−→
B T

i1j1

−→
B i2j2)

= AM(B) |
I

∑

i1,i2=1

Jmax
∑

j1,j2=1

f(θj1j2(·), ηi1i2(·))

�([mpi1i2j1j2 ]k1k2
)K×K (6)

where Ei1 and Ei2 refer to two distinct actors,
−→
B T

i1j1
=

([pi1j1 ]k1s)K×1 and
−→
B i2j2 = ([pi2j2 ]sk2

)1×K refer to two
distinct behavior vectors with corresponding behavior at-
tributes; [mpi1i2j1j2 ]k1k2

= [pi1j1 ]k11 · [pi2j2 ]1k2
is the

(k1, k2) element of the matrix multiplication
−→
B T

i1j1

−→
B i2j2 ;

∑I
i1,i2=1

∑Jmax

j1,j2=1 � means the subsequent behavior ad-

joint matrix of AM(B) is
−→
B T

i1j1

−→
B i2j2 coupled with

f(θ(·)j1,j2 , η(·)i1i2), and so on, with nondeterminism; and
the following constraints hold: (i1 6= i2) ∨ (j1 6= j2) ∨
(k1 6= k2) ∧ (1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ I) ∧ (1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ Jmax)∧
(1 ≤ k1, k2 ≤ K).

In practice, coupled behaviors may be grouped in
terms of different coupling relationships. In particular,
coupled behaviors can be segmented into behavior se-
quences which are coupled with certain relationships.

Definition 5. (Coupled Behavior Sequences) Suppose Bc is
partitioned into M coupled behavior sequences:

Φ(Bc) ::= Φ(B)|

T1
∑

t1=1

T2
∑

t2=1

· · ·

TM
∑

tM =1

f(θ(·), η(·)) � Φ12···M (7)

where {Φm = {φ11, . . . , φmTm
} | 1 ≤ m ≤ M}, and Tm is

the number of sequence items (behavior instances) for the mth
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behavior sequence. f(·) function indicates that the coupling
relationship between two sequences Φi and Φj is Rij(Φi,Φj)
which is a set (where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M ). Rij ⊆ R, R is the set
of coupling relationships for all M sequences.

If Rij(Φi,Φj) = ∅, we assume there is no coupling
relationship in sequences Φi and Φj ; otherwise, Φi and
Φj are coupled sequences.

Similarly, coupled behavior sequences can be further
represented by behavior properties associated with each
sequence item.

Corollary 4. Let SPi represent the sequence item property
set of the sequence Φi, its jth item φij is further embodied in
terms of its K item properties φik([pij ]1, . . . , [pij ]K).

AM(Φ(Bc)) ::= AM(Φ(B))|

Ti1
∑

ti1
=1

Ti2
∑

ti2
=1

Tj1
∑

tj1
=1

Tj2
∑

tj2
=1

f(θ(·), η(·)) � ([mpi1i2j1j2 ]k1k2
)K×K (8)

Note that the denotations here are the same as in
Corollary 3.

Theorem 1. (Coupled Behavior Analysis (CBA)) The analysis
of coupled behaviors (CBA Problem for short) is to build the
objective function g(·) under the condition that behaviors are
coupled with each other by coupling function f(·), and satisfy
the following conditions.

f(·) ::= f(θ(·), η(·)), (9)

g(·)|(f(·) ≥ f0) ≥ g0 (10)

The above behavior vector-based representation and
behavior property-based quantification indicate the
roadmap from the understanding to modeling of CBA
problems. In the following section, we discuss the chal-
lenge of the CBA problem and the reason that existing
approaches are not suitable.

3.3 Research Issues and Challenges

Solving the CBA problem is challenging because of its
special data characteristics and corresponding analytical
tasks. First, coupled behaviors have the following par-
ticular data characteristics:

• a data record consists of variables from multiple
actors (customers), which is different to the com-
mon data management structures in which data is
organized in terms of distinct customers;

• a behavior is embodied in multiple dimensional
behavior properties; it likely involves heterogeneous
data structures;

• typically, behaviors take place in a temporal order;
• behaviors are associated with each other by certain

relationships; such couplings need to be considered
in behavior data construction and analysis.

Second, the analysis of the above characterized behav-
ior data requires specific analytical tasks, e.g.:

• behavior coupling: need to deeply understand both
intra and inter-coupling relationships;

• data preparation: the existing transactional data
needs to be represented and converted into coupled
behavior-centered data in order to explicate behav-
ior relationships and properties;

• analytical goals: determine coupled behavior-
centered analytical objectives and evaluation
performance mechanisms;

• behavior modeling: develop proper objective func-
tions to model/learn coupled behaviors and cou-
pling relationships.

Third, handling of the above data characteristics and
tasks challenges existing behavior analysis approaches,
for instance:

• behavior interaction modeling: representation and
learning of complex behavior interactions is a new
and challenging topic;

• frequent pattern mining: item-sets come from multi-
ple actors, frequency-based test needs to be built on
top of coupling relationships, and Apriori properties
may be challenged;

• sequence analysis: because a sequence may consist
of items from multiple actors, new methods are
necessary for constructing and modeling sequences
mixing items from actors;

• clustering: how the clustering idea can be applied
to coupled behavior data; new data structures, sim-
ilarity measures and methods are essential;

• classification: a label is linked to coupled behaviors;
how to prepare the data and build a classifier to
classify the coupled behaviors;

• post-analysis: different post-processing methods
may be needed to analyze relationships between be-
haviors, and to generate coupled behavior patterns.

In practice, however, it is often very hard to identify
both functions θ(·) and η(·) and the coupling function
f(·). For simplicity, one usually considers only one of
them in the modeling. In fact, intra-coupled behaviors
and inter-coupled behaviors are two special cases of cou-
pled behaviors. Existing approaches such as sequence
analysis focus mainly on intra-coupling behavior anal-
ysis (J = 1) and ignore coupling relationships, which
makes them unsuitable here. In Section 4, we will discuss
a case study of modeling coupled trading behaviors
by CHMM, in which all traders’ trading behaviors are
reconstructed into buy, sell and trade sequences, and
observation functions (ie f(·) function) are built for each
other by including the couplings with each other. A
group of trading behaviors are abnormal if they satisfy
objective functions (41) and (42) (ie g(·) function).

3.4 Coupled Behavior Representation and Prepara-
tion

The above analysis shows the importance of converting
the normal transactions into behavior-oriented data. This
may be done in various ways depending on the ana-
lytical goals and methods, by considering the fact that
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coupled behaviors consist of multiple traces of associ-
ated behaviors; each behavior instance corresponds to a
sequence item; a behavior presents properties embodied
through sequence item properties. it is certainly very
complicated to convert transactional data to behavior-
oriented data. Taking sequence construction as an exam-
ple, we here discuss two data structures to reconstruct
the trading behaviors in Section 3.1.

Data Structure 1. Data Structure 1 is

Actor −Operation

Attributes
(11)

Sequences in a time window winsize are constructed as per

{
Actori −Operationi

Attributesi

η
−→

Actorj −Operationj

Attributesj

}I,J
i,j=1;winsize

(12)

Following this structure, the coupled trading behav-
iors in Tables 1 and 2 are converted into the sequences
presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Behavior sequences - Data Structure 1

Data Structure 2. Data Structure 2 is as follows, here
‘category’ refers to the type of operations, which is extracted
in transforming transactions into behavior sequences.

Category :
Actor −Operation

Attributes
(13)

Sequences are constructed in terms of

Category : {
Actori −Operationi

Attributesi

η
−→

Actorj −Operationj

Attributesj

}I,J
i,j=1;winsize (14)

Fig. 3 illustrates the coupled trading behaviors in
terms of Data Structure 2. This structure is used in
Section 4.3, in which CHMM is built to model coupled
trading behaviors.

4 CHMM-BASED ABNORMAL COUPLED BE-
HAVIOR ANALYSIS

This section presents a case study: a CHMM-based ap-
proach for abnormal coupled behavior analysis. Based
on the discussion about anomalies in trading, the system

Fig. 3. Behavior sequences - Data Structure 2

framework and CHMM model structure for abnormal
coupled behavior analysis are then introduced, which is
followed by details of the CHMM-based coupled trading
behavior modeling. An adaptive CHMM (ACHMM) is
introduced to capture sequence changes.

4.1 Abnormal Trading Behaviors

In stock markets, trading transactions showing anoma-
lies are expected to be detected by market surveillance
rules built into surveillance systems. Consequently, alerts
are generated for those transactions showing ‘abnormal’
trading behaviors. In practice, it is often very costly,
and sometimes not even realistic, to identify genuine
‘abnormal’ behaviors in stock markets. This is due to
the complexity whereby abnormal tradings are isolated
and mixed in normal transactions. Another fact is that
transactions that do not fire any alerts are likely to be
‘normal’ based on the available surveillance capability.
With the alerts as indicators, it is easy to extract all
‘normal’ transactions. We are readily provided with so-
called ‘normal’ data verified by domain analysts, which
hopefully reflects the characteristics and dynamics of
‘normal’ business and transactions.

Given the above domain knowledge, in particular,
the theory of semi-supervised learning [5] and learning
from positive and unlabeled data [6], [4], it is assumed
that abnormal transactions would demonstrate different
characteristics and dynamics from such labeled ‘normal’
transactions. A model learned only from the normal data
cannot fit the abnormal data very well. The output of the
model will inform us whether the input data is normal.
To evaluate the model, it is acceptable to business that all
alerts aggregated on a target can be used as a reference to
evaluate new models, and to determine whether a model
can identify possible anomalies against indicators used
in the surveillance system.

Below, we build and evaluate CHMM-based models
based on the above assumption to detect anomalies in
group-based market manipulation.

4.2 The System Framework

A CHMM based system has been built for detecting
abnormal group-based manipulative trading behaviors.
The CHMM captures and models a group of investors’
buy, sell and trade sequences and their relationships in
trading a stock, by converting order-book-level trans-
actions into behavior sequences following Data Struc-
ture 2. The CHMM model structure is shown in Fig.
4, consisting of three chains of HMMs modeling buy-
orders ΦB , sell-orders ΦS and trades ΦT respectively,
which are coupled with each other via interactions. The
circles denote the hidden states of the three trading
sequences; for instance, SB

t−1 denotes the hidden state
for buy sequence at time t−1. The squares stand for the
observation sequences of an HMM chain, for example,
IAS

t−1 indicates the observation of the sell sequence.
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Fig. 4. Architecture of CHMM

Experienced and sophisticated market manipulators
may sometimes make significant changes in manipulat-
ing a series of orders, to make their trading behaviors so
volatile that they cannot be captured by predefined mod-
els. It is important to capture such significant changes
by making models adaptive. For this purpose, we build
an Adaptive CHMM (ACHMM) on top of the CHMM,
which is tuned to adjust to significant sequence changes
(see Section 4.6) amongst the three trading sequences
and their coupling relationships.

The system for CHMM and ACHMM based abnormal
coupled behavior detection is illustrated in Fig. 5. It
consists of the following key components: Sequence Ex-
tractor, CHMM, Output Analyzer, Model Adjustor and
Change Detector. Its working process is as follows. Dur-
ing the training period, only ‘normal’ trading sequences
are fed into the Sequence Extractor and converted into
three sequences by following Data Structure 2. Such
sequences are fed into the CHMM, which learns the rela-
tionship and dynamics of the sequential data. Since the
CHMM is trained on ‘normal’ data, it can fit the ‘normal’
trading data very well but not the abnormal transactions.
The new trading sequences of a group are judged to be
abnormal or not according to the probability of fitting in
the learned CHMM models. If the fit probability is low,
it means that the group’s behaviors do not fit the model
well, and they are treated as anomalies. This makes
sense to business people because the model is specifically
learned from normal cases. Further, the CHMM output
is explored by the Output Analyzer, to analyze the
outputs of the CHMM. If the Change Detector identifies
a significant change from the benchmarks (using t-test),
it notifies the Model Adjustor to immediately update
(retrain) the CHMM in line with the change.

The system has the following key features:

• First, it models three trading activity sequences by
catering for their interactions with each other, rather
than a single sequence. In this way, it closely cap-
tures the nature of market trading, in which buys,
sells and trades are coupled with each other and
affect each other. However, many existing sequence
analysis methods either split multiple sequences
into separate ones to be modeled individually, or
combine them into a single sequence, which de-
stroys the intrinsic interactions between sequences.

• Second, CHMM-based sequence modeling considers
the sequence item properties, namely price and
volume of a trading action, as well as the effect
of interactions between three trading sequences re-
flected through price and volume changes. In exist-
ing sequence analysis methods, item properties are
usually ignored.

• Third, we only use ‘normal’ data to train the
CHMM, because it is too costly to obtain negative
data reflecting anomalies in business, while it is rel-
atively easier for domain experts to justify whether
a transaction looks normal. Modeling normal data
and then checking the difference between the new
data and the normal data can effectively avoid the
need for, and cost of, acquiring negative data.

• Finally, this system can adapt automatically to the
significant changes in coupled sequences. This fea-
ture is extremely valuable since real-life data is usu-
ally dynamic and can challenge models in general.

4.3 CHMM-based Coupled Behavior Modeling

The representation of coupled behavior sequences in
Equation (7) and its quantification in (8) show the pos-
sibility of using CHMM to model CBA problems. A
CHMM model λCHMM = (X,Y, Z, π) can be built based
on the following mapping relationships:

CBA problem→ CHMM model (15)

Φ(Bc)|category → X (16)

M(Φ(Bc))|φik([pij ]1, . . . , [pij ]K) → Y (17)

f(θ(·), η(·)) → Z (18)

Initial distribution of Φ(Bc)|category → π (19)

On the other hand, the conversion of transactional
data into behavior sequences following Data Structure
2 makes the data suitable for CHMM-based modeling.
In order to build CHMM for three coupled trading
sequences as described in Data Structure 2, we define
HMMs and CHMM as follows.

We build three HMMs: namely HMM-B for buy se-
quence ΦB , HMM-S for sell sequence ΦS and HMM-
T for trade sequence ΦT . Suppose there are N hid-
den states in an HMM, which are denoted as S =
{S1, S2, · · · , Si, · · · , SN}, where Si is an individual state.
The state at time t is denoted as st. There are M distinct
observation symbols per state in an HMM, denoted as
O = {O1, O2, · · · , Oi, · · · , OM}, whereOi is an individual
symbol, the observation symbol at time t is denoted as ot.
An observation symbol corresponds to the output of the
sequence being modeled. The probability distribution for
the transition from state i to j is X = {xij}, where
xij = Pr(st+1 = Sj |st = Si), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . The probabil-
ity distribution for state j’s observation is Y = {yj(k)},
yj(k) = Pr(Ok|st = Sj), 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ M .
Suppose the initial state distribution π = {πi}, where
πi = Pr(s1 = Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ N . As X and Y implicitly
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Fig. 5. Framework of abnormal coupled behavior detection

indicate N and M respectively, an HMM can be denoted
as follows: λHMM = (X,Y, π). For a trading sequence
with T activities, according to [15], a model λHMM is
trained by the following re-estimated formulas with a
set of observation sequences:

x̄ij =

∑T−1

t=1
αt(i)xijyj(ot+1)βt+1(j)
∑T−1

t=1
αt(i)βt(j)

, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (20)

ȳj(k) =

∑T

t=1,ot=Ok
αt(j)βt(j)

∑T

t=1
αt(j)βt(j)

, 1 ≤ j ≤ N (21)

αt and βt are the forward and backward variables at
time t, π̄i, x̄ij and ȳj(k) are the expected parameters of
model.

π̄i =
α1(i)β1(i)

∑N

j=1
α1(j)β1(j)

, 1 ≤ i ≤ N (22)

After the model λHMM = (X,Y, π) is trained, the proba-
bility of an observation sequence Q = {q1, q2, · · · , qT } is
computed as follows based on caching calculation [15]:

Pr(Q|λHMM) =

N
∑

i=1

αT (i) (23)

The coupling matrix between two coupled trading se-
quences is represented by Z = {zij

′ }, where zij
′ repre-

sents the effect of Si on Sj
′ . zij

′ = Pr(s
′

t+1 = Sj
′ |st = Si),

where Si and Sj
′ denote the hidden states of two in-

teracting sequences Φi and Φj respectively. Correspond-
ingly, a CHMM modeling three trading sequences can
be expressed as λCHMM = (X,Y, Z, π).

The forward-backward analysis is used to evalu-
ate the observation and train three chains of CHMM.
To reduce the computational complexity (O(TN6)), we
use the approximate inference algorithms - N -heads
dynamic programming, which relaxes the assumption
that every transition must be visited, and achieves
O(T (3N)2).

4.4 Hidden States

Following the mapping relationship (16), the categories
of behaviors correspond to the states in CHMM. Based
on domain knowledge, we define the hidden states in
terms of an investor’s belief, desire and intention (BDI),
which are embodied through trading actions and their
corresponding behavior characteristics.

• For HMM-B, its hidden state SB is defined on the
buy side, in which Positive Buy, Neutral Buy and

Negative Buy are categorized in terms of profitable
potential at the buy end.

S
B = {Positive Buy,Neutral Buy,Negative Buy}

(24)

• For HMM-S, its hidden state SS denotes the in-
vestors’ BDI on the sell side, which are embodied
in terms of Positive Sell, Neutral Sell or Negative Sell.

S
S = {Positive Sell,Neutral Sell,Negative Sell} (25)

• For HMM-T, its hidden states Strade stands for the
trends of the market, labelled by Market Up or
Market Down.

S
T = {Market Up,Market Down} (26)

The above hidden states reflect investors’ BDI in manip-
ulating a stock, which may shift from one to another,
captured by the CHMM with particular probabilities.

4.5 Observation Sequences

In the mapping relationship (17), behavior properties
are the base for building observation sequences. As we
can see, there may be quite a few items in a behavior
sequence. The behaviors in a trading day are many.
The construction of observation sequences in CHMM
is as follows. We partition the data in terms of time
windows. All behavior instances in each time window
are aggregated into one representative element. All such
elements in a day form the CHMM observation se-
quences. Each element is a vector, with its properties
to be used for calculating the observation probability.
In order to construct observation sequences for trading
sequences, we define two concepts: activity (A) and
interval activity (IA). They involve human intention
information embodied through sequence item property
sets PB for the Buy sequence ΦB , PS for the Sell sequence
ΦS , and PT for the Trade sequence ΦT , respectively. The
item property P is embodied through factors such as
trading prices, volumes and times in stock markets.

Definition 6. Activity (A) represents an actor’s individual
behavior.

In capital markets, A is a trading behavior,
which consists of an atomic trading operation
(a = {buy | sell | trade}) taken by an investor,
associated with behavior properties price (p) and
volume (v) at time t. These variables a, p, v and t

reflect the cause and effect of an investor’s trading
behavior in a market. A = {a1, a2, . . . , }), where
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ai = (a(ti), p(ti), v(ti)). a(ti) = {buy | sell | trade},
which represents one of the three trading operations in
capital markets: buy-order, sell-order or trade at time
ti, its associated properties p(ti) and v(ti) are defined
as follows: p(ti) = {buy price|sell price|trade price} is
the price of the corresponding trading action a(ti) at ti;
v(ti) = {buy volume|sell volume|trade volume} is the
trade volume of a(ti) at ti. The CHMM observations
reflect the cumulative effect over all states at the
previous step, which corresponds to all relevant actors.
For this, we define Interval Activity.

Definition 7. Interval Activity (IA) represents a collective
behavior embodied through the collective properties of a be-
havior sequence.

For trading behaviors, IA = (A, p̄, v̄, f), A =
{A1, A2, . . . , An}, Ai(a) consists of a set of trading be-
haviors taking place in window l with size winsize.
The variables p̄, v̄ and f capture the characteristics,
distributions and accumulative activities of an investor,
or a group of investors:

p̄ =

∑n

i=1
pi

f
(27)

v̄ =

∑n

i=1
vi

f
(28)

f = |A| = n (29)

n is the number of activities in the window l.
To map IAs to the observation symbols of CHMM to

obtain the probability of observations, we quantize p̄, v̄
and f based on the k-means clustering algorithm. This
identifies the most representative activity, and generates
the observation variable IA(p

′

, v
′

, f
′

).

IA(A, p̄, v̄, f)
quantization
−−−−−−−−−−→ IA

′

(p
′

, v
′

, f
′

) (30)

IA
′

(p
′

, v
′

, f
′

) is calculated as follows. Taking the di-
mension p̄ of IA as an example, the values of p̄ are
first grouped into several clusters through the k-mean
clustering algorithm. Let θp

i be the centroid of the ith

generated cluster, the discrete values of p
′

are given by:

p
′

= argmini|p̄− θ
p
i | (31)

Similarly, we quantize v and f as follows:

v
′

= argmini|v̄ − θ
v
i | (32)

f
′

= argmini|f − θ
f
i | (33)

where θv
i and θ

f
i are the centroids of clusters for v̄ and

f respectively.

4.6 Adaptive CHMM for Detecting Behavior Changes

To make the CHMM adaptive to significant changes in
trading sequences, we improve the CHMM by adding an
automatically adaptive mechanism to form an Adaptive
CHMM (ACHMM). During the course of detecting ab-
normal trading behaviors, the CHMM model is updated

if a significant change in the outputs of CHMM is
detected by the Output Analyzer. The automatic and
adaptive detection and adjustment in ACHMM rely
on the problem-solving of two issues: how to detect
the significant change, and how to update the model
instantly.

To solve the first problem, we use t test to check if there
is a significant difference between the current outputs
and their benchmark. The current benchmark consists
of the outputs generated right after the last update of
the CHMM model. A significant difference indicates
the CHMM cannot properly capture the corresponding
changes in trading activities and needs to be updated.
As shown in Fig. 6, dataset DS1 is drawn from the
trading window 1 [t1, t2]. The outputs generated by model
1 on DS1 is taken as the benchmark for detecting the
abnormal sequences in window 2 [t3, t4] with the same
size as window 1. If there is a significant difference in the
t-test result between the outputs generated on DS2 and
the benchmark, then model 1 should be updated and the
outputs generated by model 2 updated on DS2 are treated
as the benchmark window 3. The model update is based

Fig. 6. Update Point of ACHMM
on a sliding window strategy. We first use the parameters
of model 1 on window 1 as the initial settings to train model
2 on window 2 only, and then update model 1 based on
the parameters gained for model 2. In other words, we
retrain the CHMM parameters x, y, z and π on the most
recent dataset rather than the whole training dataset.
This strategy is consistent with the Markov assumption,
i.e. the current state is dependent only on the previous
state, and enables us to avoid the great expense of model
retraining.

x
update
ij = (1 − w)xold

ij + w ∗ xnew
ij (34)

y
update
ij = (1 − w)yold

ij + w ∗ ynew
ij (35)

z
update

ij
′ = (1 − w)zold

ij
′ + w ∗ znew

ij
′ (36)

π
update
i = (1 − w)πold

i + w ∗ πnew
i (37)

where w is a weight that reflects the bias towards the
most current dataset, xold

ij , yold
ij , zold

ij
′ and πold

ij are the

parameters of the previous model, xnew
ij , ynew

ij , znew
ij

′ and

πnew
ij are parameters of the new model.

4.7 The Algorithms

The key algorithms for CHMM/ACHMM based abnor-
mal trading behavior analysis consist of two features:
(a) extracting and splitting trading sequences from the
trading transactions to construct the observation se-
quences by following Data Structure 2, and (b) detecting
abnormal trading activity sequences by feeding the three
trading sequences into the CHMM/ACHMM models.
Algorithm 1 extracts trading activity sequences, which
form the observation sequences of a CHMM.
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Algorithm 1 Constructing observation sequences

Step 1: Segment a trading day into L intervals by a time
window with the length winsize.
Step 2: Calculate IA for buy-order, sell-order and trade
activities respectively in each window. They are denoted as
IA

buy
l , IAsell

l and IAtrade
l , respectively.

Step 3: Obtain IA
′buy
l , IA

′sell
l and IA

′trade
l by quantizing

IA
buy
l , IAsell

l and IAtrade
l .

Step 4: Obtain the trading activity sequence IAbuy for buy-

order by putting all IA
′buy
l in a trading day together. Obtain

IAsell and IAtrade in the same way. We obtain

IA
type = IA

′type
1 , IA

′type
2 , · · · , IA

′type
L (38)

where type ∈ {buy, sell, trade}. IAbuy, IAsell and IAtrade

are the observation sequences in the day.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 1-4 for each trading day

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure for constructing an
abnormal trading activity sequence. It calculates the
distance from a sequence to the centroid of a model. If
the distance is larger than a user-specified threshold ψ0,
then the sequence is considered to be abnormal.

Algorithm 2 CHMM/ACHMM for detecting abnormal
coupled trading sequences

Step 1: Construct trading sequences including train-
ing sequences Seq1, Seq2, · · · , SeqK and test sequences

Seq
′

1, Seq
′

2, · · · , Seq
′

K
′ .

Step 2: Train the CHMM/ACHMM models on the training
sequences;
Step 3: Compute the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of
probability of training sequences according to the following
formulas:

µ =

∑K

i=1
Pr(Seqi|CHMM(ACHMM))

K
(39)

σ =

√

√

√

√

1

K

K
∑

i=1

Pr(Seqi|CHMM(ACHMM))) − µ (40)

where K is the total number of training sequences, mean
µ represents the centroid of model CHMM/ACHMM, and
the standard deviation σ represents the radius of models
CHMM/ACHMM.
Step 4: For each test sequence Seq

′

i , calculate its distance Di

to the centroid of model by

Di =
µ− Pr(Seq

′

i|M)

σ
(41)

Consequently, Seq
′

i is an exceptional pattern, if it satisfies:

Di > ψ0 (42)

where ψ0 is a given threshold.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

This section discusses the experimental data and bench-
mark models, followed by performance evaluation.

5.1 Experimental Data

The experimental data is from an Asian stock market.
Tables 3 and 4 illustrate an excerpt of stock order-book
data used in this paper. It covers 388 valid trading days
from 1 June 2004 to 31 December 2005. Following Data
Structure 2 and Algorithm 1, we convert the trading
transactions from relevant investors into buy, sell and
trade sequences, which are associated with correspond-
ing prices/volumes. For instance, the transactions in
Tables 1 and 2 are converted into the following buy, sell
and trade sequences:

{Buy : ((2), 11.8, 2000), ((3), 11.8, 150), ((1), 11.8, 200), ((4),

11.9, 200), ((5), 11.9, 250)}

{Sell : ((1), 12.0, 155), ((2), 11.9, 200), ((2), 11.9, 500)}

{Trade : ((2), 11.9, 450), ((4), 11.9, 200), ((5), 11.9, 250)}

The data is partitioned into two sets by referring to the
domain expert opinion. The training data set consists of
transactions collected from 1 June 2004 to 31 December
2004, by filtering those transactions associated with the
identified alerts. We treat it as ‘normal’ data. HMM-
based models are trained on such labeled normal data
to capture the characteristics and dynamics in so-called
‘normal’ trading. The transactions acquired from 1 Jan-
uary 2005 to 31 December 2005 are entered into the test
set. Those transactions that triggered alerts are retained
in the test set, making the test data a mixture of both
normal and abnormal behaviors. The trained models are
deployed on the mixed test data to detect abnormal
behaviors. Alerts fired on those possibly problematic
transactions are treated as a rough benchmark for us to
evaluate the CHMM and ACHMM against the detection
performance of existing market surveillance rules. This
is practical and acceptable to business people, especially
when it is very costly to obtain labeled data.

5.2 Benchmark Models

In order to evaluate the performance of CHMM and
ACHMM, we build another four HMM models as the
benchmarks, namely HMM-B, HMM-S, HMM-T and
IHMM. They are explained as follows.

• HMM-B: an HMM on buy sequence including buys
from all investors, without adaptive mechanism.

• HMM-S: an HMM on sell sequence including sells
from all investors, without adaptive mechanism.

• HMM-T: an HMM on trade sequence including all
trades, without adaptive mechanism.

• IHMM: an integrated HMM combining HMM-B,
HMM-S and HMM-T. The probability of IHMM
is the sum of the probability values of the three
models. It does not consider the coupled relation-
ships between the three processes and also has no
adaptive mechanism.

• CHMM: a CHMM model on trade, buy-order and
sell-order sequences. It considers the coupled rela-
tionships, but has no adaptive mechanism.
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TABLE 3
An excerpt of stock orderbook data

Account Id Security Code Order No Order Date Order T ime Trade Direction Order Price Order V olume
B12894940 61234 201293233 2004/6/24 100435 Buy 10.35 10000
A93940201 72392 328193944 2004/6/29 144523 Sell 28.50 300000

TABLE 4
An excerpt of stock orderbook data (continued)

Order Balance Trade Balance Start T rade T ime Withdraw T ime End Trade T ime Withdraw V olume Alert
35000 20000 100512 0 113648 0 0

550000 600000 144529 151741 145838 150000 1

• ACHMM: a CHMM model on trade, buy-order and
sell-order sequences considering the coupled rela-
tionships and with an adaptive mechanism.

As we can see, HMM-B, HMM-S or HMM-T only cap-
ture one sequence, while IHMM somehow represents a
traditional way of modeling multiple sequences through
a simple combination. CHMM represents a new mech-
anism for modeling multiple sequences with coupling
relationships; ACHMM is an adaptive model which can
cater for changes in multiple sequences.

5.3 Technical Performance

The technical performance evaluation of a model is
based on accuracy, precision, recall, and specificity.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
(43)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(44)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(45)

Specificity =
TN

FP + TN
(46)

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is
false positive and FN is false negative. TP , TN , FP and
FN are counted in terms of the abnormal cases identified
in the data and verified by domain experts.

We test the six models on the data by setting various
window sizes (winsize). Figs 7, 8, 9 and 10 show their
technical performance, where the horizontal axis (P -
Num) stands for the number of detected abnormal activ-
ity sequences, and the vertical axis represents the values
of technical measures. CHMM and ACHMM outperform
the other four benchmarks at any window size (winsize),
while ACHMM performs the best.

For instance, in Fig 8, when P − Num = 20 and
winsize = 20, the precision of CHMM is 0.35, ACHMM
is 0.45, while HMM-T is only 0.25, so the precision of
ACHMM can be as much as 50% better than HMM-T.
This shows that performance of the HMM only modeling
trade sequence is much lower than the CHMM modeling
three coupled sequences, as well as the ACHMM cater-
ing for sequence changes. Further, ACHMM is generally
significantly better than CHMM. When the number of
detected sequences increases, more false positive (FP, ab-
normal alerts) may be captured, which correspondingly
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Fig. 7. Accuracy of Six Models
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Fig. 8. Precision of Six Models

reduces aspects of the model’s performance, such as
Precision. However, ACHMM retains its advantage over
all others (see Figs 5 and 6, P−Num = 60). In particular,
the recall increases with P-Num rising, which shows
the HMMs trained on ‘normal’ data can contribute to
a lower false negative (FN, i.e. false ‘normal’). The
comparison between HMM-B, HMM-S, HMM-T/IHMM
and CHMM/ACHMM indicates not only the importance
of the new approach to modeling coupled sequences, but
also the limitation of either modeling a single sequence,
or merging multiple sequences into one sequence in a
coupled sequence.
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Fig. 9. Recall of Six Models
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Fig. 10. Specificity of Six Models

5.4 Business Performance

We further evaluate CHMM and ACHMM against the
benchmark models in terms of the business performance
of trading on the detected abnormal coupled trading
behaviors as shown below.














































































84993, 9 : 25 : 05, 36.00
A32920236, 10 : 23 : 20, buy, 36.50, 990, 000, withdraw
A32920236, 10 : 23 : 22, buy, 36.55, 80, 000
A32920974, 10 : 23 : 57, buy, 37.00, 500, 000
A67923702, 10 : 25 : 39, buy, 36.55, 100, 000
A09934523, 10 : 27 : 15, buy, 37.05, 200, 000
A18949234, 10 : 30 : 28, buy, 37.05, 200, 000, tradepartially
A49920093, 10 : 31 : 34, buy, 37.05, 500, 000, tradepartially
A29984884, 10 : 32 : 52, buy, 37.05, 800, 000, tradepartially
· · ·
A40299387, 10 : 39 : 42, sell, 37.05, 1, 000, 000, tradepartially
· · ·
84993, 10 : 54 : 47, 35.40

,

(47)

Two business metrics widely used in capital markets
are introduced for evaluating the business performance.
They are return and abnormal return [3]. Return refers to
the gain or loss for a single security or portfolio over a
specific period, which is calculated by

Return = ln
pt

pt−1

(48)

where pt and pt−1 are the trade prices at time t and t−1,
respectively. Abnormal return is defined as the difference
between the actual return of a single security or portfolio
and the expected return over a given time period. The
expected return is the estimated return based on an asset
pricing model, using a long-term historical average, or
multiple valuation. The formula to compute abnormal
return is as follows:

Abnormal Return = Return− (γ + ξReturn
market) (49)

where Returnmarket is the observed return for the mar-
ket index, γ and ξ are the estimated parameters using
previous return observations. Empirically, the trading
days with exceptional patterns are more likely to incur
a higher return and abnormal return than those without
exceptional trading. This is consistent with the findings
in Figs 11 and 12, which show the return and abnormal
return in trading those abnormal sequences detected by
CHMM and ACHMM outperform the other four models
with different winsize. As shown in Fig 12 (winsize =
20, P−Num = 20), trading abnormal sequences detected
by ACHMM can lead to over 50% additional abnormal
return over trading from HMM-T. Therefore, Figs 11 and
12 show that CHMM, and ACHMM in particular, can
better detect abnormal trading behaviors with a higher
business impact than other models.
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Fig. 11. Return of Six Models

5.5 Computational Performance

Finally, we evaluate the computational performance of
IHMM, CHMM and ACHMM. As HMM-B, HMM-S
and HMM-T only model one trading activity sequence,
they are excluded from the computational performance
evaluation. As shown in Table 5, CHMM and ACHMM
cannot outperform IHMM, which is understandable.
CHMM and ACHMM need much more time in general
to calculate the coupling matrix and to adjust models.
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Fig. 12. Abnormal Return of Six Models
TABLE 5

Computational performance
IHMM CHMM ACHMM

winsize Training time (s) 0.574 11.978 11.988
=10 (m) Test time (s) 0.056 1.296 3.576

winsize Training time (s) 0.256 4.929 4.933
=20 (m) Test time (s) 0.047 0.655 3.486

winsize Training time (s) 0.206 4.121 4.119
=30 (m) Test time (s) 0.042 0.447 2.429

winsize Training time (s) 0.109 2.003 2.004
=60 (m) Test time (s) 0.036 0.221 1.206

6 DISCUSSIONS ABOUT BEHAVIOR INTERAC-
TIONS

6.1 Behavior Coupling Relationships

Coupled behaviors may be caused by different factors.
Some are unconditional, while others are conditional.
Unconditional coupling often appears in loosely coupled
groups, and no strict engagement exists. Parties often
take an ad hoc, on-demand attitude to collaborating
with others. A typical example of unconditional coupling
is frequent behavioral itemsets identified by association
rule mining. They are associated in a light coupling re-
lationship. On the other hand, conditional coupling exists
in those groups with clear and strong engagement, in
particular, in terms of certain engagement rules, through
which parties in each group know and fulfill pre-
arranged roles. For example, two behaviors take place in
a parallel relationship. For both unconditional and con-
ditional coupled groups, behaviors are coupled because
of either a cooperative or competitive nature. Cooperative
behaviors are formed towards the same objectives and
benefits, while competitive behaviors are associated with
opposite objectives or a conflict of interest. An example
of cooperative behaviors would be a group of investors
collaborating in trading towards a mutual profit-making
goal, whereas competitive behaviors occur as the result
of a manipulator’s trading behaviors and a regulator’s
anti-manipulation interventions in the market.

The coupling relationships in group-based behavior
present in different forms. We list a few typical ones that
exist in various correlations and collaborations from the
perspective of logic, interaction and combination.

• Inter-leaving coupling: e.g., {a1, a2}, parties in a
group conduct respective behaviors without any
constraints; e.g., two traders take different positions
in trading a security without knowing each other’s
intention.

• Parallel coupling: e.g., {a1 ‖ a2}, parties in the group
conduct their behaviors a1 and a2 in parallel; e.g.,
two manipulators placing large buy quotes on two
target securities respectively at the same time.

• Serial coupling: e.g., {a1; a2}, parties conduct their
behaviors in a serial order, a2 follows a1; e.g., two
traders inter-weave their buys and sells on a security
by following a pre-arranged manipulation strategy.

• Causal coupling: e.g., {a1 ⇒ a2}, parties conduct
their behaviors in a causal order, a1 causes a2; conse-
quent coupling is a strong serial coupling with inter-
weaving relationships among the parties’ behaviors.

• Exclusive coupling: e.g., {a1 ∦ a2}, parties are as-
sociated with each other with different behaviors
occurring mutually and exclusively; e.g., one ma-
nipulator keeps buying security A, while the other
keeps selling security B.

• Negative coupling: e.g., {a1 = ā2}, if a party’s
behavior a1 appears, the same behavior by another
should not take place; e.g., a manipulator puts a
large buy order, so no other group member will
place a big buy at the same time or later.

• Hierarchical coupling: e.g., {a1; (a2 ‖ a3)}, parties
are associated with each other in a hierarchical struc-
ture, two parallel behaviors a2 and a3 follow a1; e.g.,
a manipulator initiates a mark-the-close strategy,
and several others follow it up by iteratively placing
and withdrawing buy orders.

• Hybrid coupling: parties are associated with each
other in a complicated structure which consists of
multiple different coupling relationships.

From a reaction perspective, behaviors may be cou-
pled in an asynchronous or synchronous manner.

• Asynchronous coupling: behaviors from two rele-
vant parties take place asynchronously; e.g., manip-
ulators in two markets with a time difference take
respective actions according to a pre-agreed strategy.

• Synchronous coupling: behaviors from two parties
take place synchronously; e.g., one manipulator
waits for the indicator triggered by another before
any action is taken.

6.2 Behavior Interaction Modes

Behaviors coupled in terms of the above coupling rela-
tionships may interact in different modes, e.g.:

• Peer-to-peer mode: two behavior instances a1 and
a2 are associated with each other in an equal posi-
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tion; e.g., two manipulators from different brokerage
firms undertake respective manipulative strategies.

• Master-slave mode: a behavior instance a2 is trig-
gered or coordinated by another a1; e.g., a manipu-
lator initiates a manipulation and drives a group of
traders to take follow-up actions.

• Underlying-derivative mode: e.g., {a1} − {a1; a2} a
behavior instance follows another in either a prefix
or postfix manner in terms of a coupling relation-
ship; e.g., activities of a manipulation initiator and
his/her followers’ activities.

• Contrast mode: {a1} − {a2 = ā1}, two behavior
instances take place in opposite positions; e.g., a
manipulator places buys while another places sells.

These interaction modes are helpful for understanding
the behavior interaction between behavior sequences
once coupling relationships are determined. For instance,
through replaying the trading actions of identified ab-
normal tradings as illustrated in (47), the group-based
manipulation is as follows: (1) Stage 1: In a certain
market movement situation, a trader (initiator) lodged
a large market buy order; several group members (fol-
lowers) then started to lodge incremental buy quotes
until the security price showed clear movement. (2) Stage
2: After the markable price movement took place, all
group members stop trading. (3) Stage 3: When the
price movement stopped after several rising limits, the
initiator placed a large sell, followed by sells from the
rest of the group members. The behaviors of the initiator
and the followers in Stage 1 interacted in the master-
slave and underlying-derivative modes. The occurring
buys at Stage 1 and the non-occurring buy behaviors
(negative sequences [27]) at Stage 2 form an underlying-
derivative relationship. The large buy in Stage 1 and
the following large sell in Stage 3 are also in a strong
underlying-derivative coupling.

6.3 Prospects

With the above discussions about coupling relationships
and behavior interaction modes, it is very likely that
many novel types of coupled patterns will be discov-
ered by developing corresponding approaches and tools.
More research is encouraged to mine for interesting
behavior patterns coupled in various forms.

One possible way is combined mining [12] to identify
combined patterns with components from multiple as-
pects, for example, behaviors from multiple actors. In
[12], general frameworks and algorithms are discussed
for identifying combined patterns such as pair patterns
and cluster patterns. For instance, we applied it to
identify combined debt arrangement-repayment patterns
with behavior components from different actors in the
social security area:

{(a1 ‖ a3) ⇒ (b2; b6)}. (50)

It reflects the following scenario: A debtor (government
customer) received overpayments from the government;

a government debt management officer made serial ar-
rangements b2 and b6 (they form relationship {b2; b6})
for the customer to pay back the debt. However, the
customer actually took two parallel repayment actions a1

and a3 (they form relationship {a1 ‖ a3}) to pay it back.
In another example [13], we expand frequent pattern
mining to identify impact-targeted activity patterns. For
instance, underlying-derivative activity sequences are mined
in terms of intra-coupling relationships:

{(a1; a2 ⇒ I), (a1; a2; a5 ⇒ Ī)} (51)

where actions a1; a2 lead to positive impact I , while
the addition of a5 converts the impact from positive to
negative (Ī). Similary, in contrast activity patterns

{(a1; a7 ⇒ I), (a1; ā7 ⇒ Ī)} (52)

actions a1; a7 are likely associated with positive impact,
while the non-appearance of a7 (ie. ā7) following a1 has a
high probability of generating a negative impact. We will
further explore combined mining of coupled behaviors.

In addition, besides the CHMM based approach for
analyzing group-based behavior, it is worthwhile to
try other techniques, for instance multi-variate time se-
ries based analysis [19], [20], [21], advanced Bayesian
networks, and agent mining-based methods [22]. Tech-
niques in multi-agent coalition formation, for example,
may also be helpful for understanding group-based be-
havior formation and evolution.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper discusses a challenging issue - coupled be-
havior analysis. With the illustration of relevant ap-
plications, a formal definition and discussions about
the emerging challenges are given. As a case study,
we propose a coupled Hidden Markov Model-based
approach to detect anomalies in group-based trading
manipulation. The proposed CHMM and an adaptive
CHMM model multiple ‘normal’ coupled trading se-
quences for detecting abnormal group based manip-
ulative trading behaviors. They consider interactions
between sequences, sequence item properties, and sig-
nificant changes in the coupled sequences. A system
has been developed and intensively tested on real-life
order-book-level data. The results have shown that the
CHMMs outperform a single HMM only modeling any
single trading sequence or an integrative HMM com-
bining multiple single-sequences, but ignoring interac-
tions between them, in terms of both technical and
business performance in detecting trading anomalies.
Finally, we discuss the coupled behavior interactions,
which are widely seen in behavior-oriented applications
but haven’t been addressed. Coupled behavior analysis
brings about great challenges and opportunities in many
areas such as representing, reasoning and learning be-
havior coupling and interactions, and mining behavior
interaction patterns.
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